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A striking feature of the collective behavior of spherical microswimmers is that for sufficiently
strong self-propulsion they phase-separate into a dense cluster coexisting with a low-density dis-
ordered surrounding. Extending our previous work, we use the squirmer as a model swimmer and
the particle-based simulation method of multi-particle collision dynamics to explore the influence
of hydrodynamics on their phase behavior in a quasi-two-dimensional geometry. The coarsening
dynamics towards the phase-separated state is diffusive in an intermediate time regime followed
by a final ballistic compactification of the dense cluster. We determine the binodal lines in a phase
diagram of Péclet number versus density. Interestingly, the gas binodals are shifted to smaller
densities for increasing mean density or dense-cluster size, which we explain using a recently
introduced pressure balance [S. C. Takatori et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 028103 (2014)] extended
by a hydrodynamic contribution. Furthermore, we find that for pushers and pullers the binodal
line is shifted to larger Péclet numbers compared to neutral squirmers. Finally, when lowering the
Péclet number, the dense phase transforms from a hexagonal “solid” to a disordered “fluid” state.
1 Introduction
Collective dynamics due to the active motion of microorgan-
isms and artificial microswimmers has received a lot of atten-
tion among physicists1–6 as it is relevant both to real world
applications2,6–8 as well as for posing fundamental questions
in non-equilibrium statistical physics4,9–13. From the perspec-
tive of physics, a unifying feature of microorganisms and artifi-
cial microswimmers is that they propel themselves autonomously
through a surrounding fluid. As they are constantly driven out
of equilibrium, understanding the collective properties of systems
comprised of many swimmers is an important field of ongoing
research in statistical physics.
One of the most striking features of swimmer systems is
motility-induced phase separation14, where stable clusters of
swimmers form due to their active motion alone and without any
attractive forces. The question of motility-induced phase separa-
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tion has been treated theoretically using so-called active Brow-
nian particles, which perform a persistent random walk and in-
teract sterically only11,15–19. However, real microswimmers such
as ciliated microorganisms20, catalytic Janus particles7,8,21–23, or
active emulsion droplets2,24–27 employ propulsion mechanisms
reliant on hydrodynamics. Thus nearby microswimmers can af-
fect each other’s velocity and orientation, which can potentially
alter their collective behaviour depending on the details of their
hydrodynamic interactions28.
Biological microswimmers employ non-reciprocal cell-body de-
formations or the collective dynamics of flagella or cilia in or-
der to propel themselves29, whereas active colloids and droplets
move forward by creating a slip velocity close to their surface1.
The essential features of both of these self-propulsion mecha-
nisms are captured by the so-called “squirmer” model30–34, which
we shall use to generate our hydrodynamic propulsion.
For phase separating systems, it is common to construct the
binodal line in order to determine the phase coexistence re-
gion. While there have been many studies quantifying the phase-
coexistence regime for active Brownian particles,11,13,15,35–38 to
list just a few of them, none of these have considered hydrody-
namic interactions between the swimmers. Several recent works
studied the collective dynamics of hydrodynamic swimmers39–43,
but did not look at phase separation.
In our previous study, we examined the collective dynamics and
clustering of hydrodynamic squirmers in a quasi-two-dimensional
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geometry using the method of multi-particle collision dynamics
(MPCD) to explicitly simulate the fluid environment28. Due to
computational limitations, we were restricted to 208 swimmers,
which was insufficient to quantify the first-order phase-separation
transition. Hence, we built on this study and extended the simu-
lations to thousands of squirmers by implementing a parallelized
version on 1008 processor cores. This allows us to investigate
the dynamics of a sufficiently large number of squirmers in order
to quantitatively resolve phase separation into a dilute gas and a
dense phase.
In the following we show phase-separated squirmer systems
and explain how we analyze them to obtain the area fractions of
the dilute and dense phases. After illustrating the coarsening dy-
namics towards phase separation, we quantify the coexistence re-
gion bounded by the binodal line in a diagram Péclet number ver-
sus density. Interestingly, the binodal lines differ for varying mean
density. We explain this phenomenon as a true hydrodynamic sig-
nature using a pressure balance. In particular, we use the swim
pressure introduced in Ref.9 and extend the approach of Refs.9,10
by including a hydrodynamic pressure generated by squirmers at
the rim of the dense cluster. The binodal line is shifted towards
larger Péclet numbers, when the force-dipole contribution of the
squirmer, characterizing pushers and pullers, is increased. Finally,
moving the dense phase from large Péclet numbers to the critical
value, one observes a melting transition between a hexagonal and
a fluid phase. We start with summarizing computational details.
2 System and Methods
Our system consists for N spherical squirmers of radius R, where
N varies from 3328 to 4624 depending on mean area fraction or
density φ¯ . Squirmers propel themselves by applying an axisym-
metric surface-velocity field33,34,
vs = B1(1+β eˆ · rˆs) [(eˆ · rˆs)rˆs− eˆ] (1)
where vs is the slip velocity, rs points from the squirmer cen-
tre to its surface, rˆs is the unit vector along rs, and eˆ is the
squirmer’s orientation. The constant B1 determines the ampli-
tude of the slip velocity and thus its swimming speed v0. For a
single squirmer in a bulk fluid, v0 = 2B1/3. We use B1 to control
the Péclet number, Pe = Rv0/DT, as the appropriate thermal dif-
fusion coefficient DT is kept constant for all simulations. For the
MPCD fluid and squirmer parameters presented below, we obtain
Pe ≈ 3546.4B1. The additional parameter β breaks the symmetry
about the squirmer equator. For β < 0, the surface field is more
concentrated on the southern hemisphere and the squirmer’s far
field in bulk is that of a pusher. For β > 0 a puller is realized and
a swimmer with β = 0 is called a “neutral squirmer”.
Motivated by experiments2,24,44 and following our previous
study28, the swimmers are bounded by two parallel flat plates.
As in Ref.28 we choose strong confinement with the distance be-
tween the plates being H = 8R/3. We implement the full hydrody-
namic interactions between squirmers and confining walls using
the MPCD simulation technique45,46. The fluid is represented by
of the order of 107 point-like effective fluid particles with mass
m0, velocity vi(t), and position ri(t). The velocities vi(t) are ther-
mostatted to have a temperature T0. The fluid particles perform
alternating streaming and collision steps. During the streaming
step, fluid particles move ballistically over a time ∆t without in-
teracting with each other and reach the position
ri(t+∆t) = ri+vi(t)∆t . (2)
They do interact with confining boundaries and squirmers, trans-
ferring linear and angular momentum. Interactions with the con-
fining boundaries implement no-slip boundary conditions via the
so-called bounce-back rule47, while interactions with squirmers
generate the surface field of Eq. (1). For each collision step, par-
ticles are sorted into a cubic grid of cell length a0 and with a
random offset for each new step. The average velocity v¯= 〈vi〉cell
and centre of mass r¯ = 〈ri〉cell of the particles in each cell is de-
termined. Within each cell they “collide” according to the MPCD-
AT+a rule45, which is reminiscent of an Andersen thermostat and
also conserves linear and angular momentum. Random velocities
increments δvi for each particle are sampled from a Gaussian dis-
tribution with variance kBT0/m0. The velocity increments would
give an overall change in momentum m0∆v¯ = m0〈δvi〉cell and an-
gular momentum ∆L = m0〈(ri− r¯)× δvi〉cell. Hence, we subtract
these changes in the velocity increment for the collision step,
vi(t+∆t) = v¯(t)+δvi−∆v¯− (ri(t)− r¯(t))× I−1∆L , (3)
where I−1 is the inverse of the moment of inertia tensor for
the point-mass distribution of the particles in the cell’s centre-
of-mass frame. Thus, the motion of the fluid particles on the
length scale of the grid corresponds to solutions of the Navier-
Stokes equations45,48,49 including thermal noise. Furthermore,
this scheme accurately reproduces the hydrodynamic flow field of
a squirmer34,50 and their interactions including near-field lubri-
cation effects28,50.
2.1 System Parameters
For all simulations discussed here, the fluid and squirmer
mass densities are the same, ρ = 10m0/a30, and the squirmer
radius is R = 3a0. Together with the streaming-time
step ∆t = 0.02a0
√
m0/kBT0, the fluid viscosity becomes η =
16.05
√
m0kBT0/a20 taken from
28,48. For the bulk fluid and the pa-
rameters stated above, the self-diffusivity of a passive colloid is
DT,B = kBT/6piηR = 1.1× 10−3a0
√
kBT0/m0. In the presence of
walls, the self-diffusivity becomes a position-dependent tensor51.
We measure the self-diffusivity at the centre between the walls
using the Green-Kubo formula. We find that DT,2D ≈ 0.5DT,B,
comparable to the result of Ref.51. For a colloid close to the
walls this value can decrease to approximately 0.25DT,B due to
the enhanced friction. In the following, we use DT,2D for a single
particle (particle density φ = 0) to define the Péclet number,
Pe=
Rv0
DT,2D(φ = 0)
. (4)
The orientation of a squirmer also undergoes rotational diffu-
sion, for which MPCD gives the rotational diffusion coefficient
DR = kBT/8piηR3 ≈ 10−4
√
kBT0/m0/a20 in a bulk fluid, which is
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Fig. 1 Top, left : Snapshot of squirmer configuration for 3328 squirmers
with Pe = 355 (B1 = 0.1) and φ¯ = 0.64 exhibiting coexistence between a
high-density and a low-density phase. The colour code represents the
local density φi around the i–th squirmer. Top, right : Corresponding
position-resolved density φ(x,y) averaged over 3×106 MPCD time steps.
Bottom, main plot : Probability distribution of local density φi (blue line).
For comparison, the probability of the position-resolved density φ(x,y) is
shown (green line). Inset : Local density φ(d) as a function of distance
from an interface, d, measured in units of R. The solid black line is a fit to
the interfacial density predicted by Cahn-Hilliard theory.
also approximately valid in our quasi-two-dimensional geome-
try. There, rotational diffusion strongly depends on the den-
sity of squirmers due to the flow field they create and increases
by as much as a factor of 15 in very dense systems28. The
rotational diffusion coefficient is used to define the persistence
number Per = v0/RDR, which compares persistence or run length
l = v0/DR to R.
To summarise, in the following we work with Péclet numbers
in the range [190,355], which corresponds to persistence numbers
Per in the range [120,220] or typical run lengths of single squirm-
ers, l = v0/DR, ranging from 120R to 220R. For high-density sim-
ulations without phase separation, where rotational diffusion is
considerably enhanced, we have Per & 8 or l & 8R.
3 Results
3.1 Phase Separation and Coarsening Dynamics
For a range of total densities and Péclet numbers, the system de-
composes into a dilute gas and a dense phase. Figure 1: top, left
shows a typical snapshot of a phase-separated system with mean
area fraction φ¯ = 0.64 and at Péclet number Pe = 355 (B1 = 0.1).
The two phases are clearly visible: many squirmers have come
together to form a densely packed and system-spanning cluster,
leaving a few squirmers in a much less dense “gas” phase. For
lower φ¯ , the dense phase consists of fewer squirmers and thus
might not necessarily form system-spanning clusters. At even
lower φ¯ phase separation does not occur and only the pure gas
phase is visible. The supplemental material† contains videos M1
and M2b showing a non phase-separating and phase-separating
squirmer system, respectively. As well as the onset of phase sepa-
ration M2a.
To quantify the local density, we construct around each
squirmer a Voronoi cell and determine its area Ai. The local den-
sity within this Voronoi cell is therefore φi = 1/Ai. A standard
analysis, such as the one used in35, would be to determine the
probability distribution p(φi) of local densities φi and to identify
the densities of the two coexisting phases from the expected bi-
modal distribution. The probability distribution corresponding to
the squirmer snapshot in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 1: bottom by
the blue line. The dense phase produces a very pronounced peak
with a very broad tail, which obscures the signature of the gas
phase. This broad tail is due to encounters between a small num-
ber of swimmers in the gas phase forming small temporary clus-
ters. Thus, some form of temporal averaging is needed, in order
to keep only those dense regions that remain intact and relatively
fixed in place.
Hence we divide the system area into a grid with cell spacing
equal to the squirmer radius R. Each cell is assigned a local den-
sity using a weighted average of the local densities from those
Voronoi cells, which intersect each grid cell. We then average
over time, choosing the averaging interval to be longer than the
life time of temporary clusters, yet short enough so that perma-
nent clusters seem relatively unchanged. Hence, we arrive at a
position-resolved density φ(x,y) such as the one plotted in Fig. 1:
top, right. A histogram of the values of φ(x,y) is plotted in Fig. 1:
bottom,green line, and recovers the peak for the gas phase.
The color-coded density φ(x,y) in Fig. 1 also shows a pro-
nounced interfacial region between dense and gas phase. In order
to obtain their densities and distinguish them from the interface,
we determine the interfacial density profile φ(d), where |d| is the
distance to the nearest point on the interface. A preliminary po-
sition of the interface is determined by requiring that the time-
averaged number of neighbours is three. Variations in this choice
simply shift the density profile along the d-axis, but do not alter
its shape. Thus the resulting φ(d) is independent of fixing the ex-
act interface position beforehand. For each grid cell the distance
to each point of the estimated interface is determined and the
minimal value is chosen as |d|. Collecting the statistics for each
grid cell then gives φ(d). The resulting profile corresponding to
the color-coded density φ(x,y) can be seen in the inset of Fig. 1:
bottom. Inspired by Ref.10 and Cahn-Hilliard theory13, we fit
φ(d) =
φden+φgas
2
+
φden−φgas
2
tanh
(
d−d0
2w
)
(5)
to the profile in the inset (cf. solid line). This provides values
for the respective densities of gas and dense phase, φgas and φden.
The good quality of the fit is not surprising, as an effective Cahn-
Hilliard equation was formulated for the local density in systems
comprised of active Brownian particles11,17.
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Fig. 2 Top: Time evolution of φ(x,y). Each successive frame represents
a time marked on the plot of ξ (t) (bottom panel). The first, second, and
third row are marked by magenta circles, green squares, and red stars,
respectively. Bottom: Characteristic cluster size ξ (t) as a function of time
(in units of MPCD time step ∆t). Simulation data for φ¯ = 0.48 is shown
in the blue solid line. The coarsening dynamics of model H for diffusive
transport, ξ (t) ∼ t1/3, and viscous hydrodynamic transport, ξ (t) ∼ t, are
indicated by the dashed and solid black lines, respectively.
Before we introduce the resulting phase diagram, we discuss
the coarsening dynamics from the uniform initial state to the fi-
nal phase-separated system. Figure 2: top illustrates the time
evolution for a system with φ¯ = 0.48 and Pe = 355 (B1 = 0.1) on
different time scales. Initially (first row) clusters of squirmers de-
velop in the unstable uniform phase characteristic for spinodal
decomposition. They grow and become denser until a few clus-
ters remain (second row). These clusters already have the final
density φden of the dense phase. They show the typical coarsening
dynamics of a phase-separating system due to diffusive exchange
of squirmers between the clusters. Ultimately, one single cluster
remains (third row), the shape of which becomes more compact
over the course of time.
Following Ref.52, we quantify coarsening by determining the
area a(t) of all dense regions and their total perimeter l(t) as a
function of time. The mean domain size then becomes ξ (t) :=
a(t)/l(t). Figure 2: bottom compares ξ (t) to the different regimes
of the coarsening dynamics for a system with conserved order
parameter including hydrodynamics52. After the initial forma-
tion of the clusters (the magenta dots refer to the frames in the
first row), the total area a(t) remains constant and all further
changes in ξ are due to changes in l(t) alone. In the intermediate
regime, the mean domain size roughly obeys the scaling expected
when diffusive transport dominates, ξ ∼ t1/3 (frames in the sec-
ond row). This regime lasts less than a decade, since our system
size is relatively small. Former work on the coarsening dynam-
ics of pure active Brownian particles report a deviation from the
scaling exponent 1/3, measuring 0.25535 or 0.2853. However,
our system is too small to make a clear statement about the ex-
ponent. Finally, the compactification of the single cluster gives
rise to clearly visible, jumplike increases of ξ (t). For comparison,
we give the expected scaling ξ ∼ t due to viscous hydrodynamic
transport. This compactification has not been seen for pure ac-
tive Brownian particles. Also, in our simulations not all φ¯ enter
this regime. Small clusters leave the diffusive transport regime
with fairly circular clusters already. Whereas for φ¯ ≥ 0.50 clusters
spanning the whole simulation box are formed. These are stable,
either as “slabs” for φ¯ ≈ 0.50 or the gas phase forms a “bubble” at
even larger mean densities. The rapid increase of ξ (t), shown in
Fig. 2: bottom towards the end, therefore requires φ¯ . 0.50 and
probably is a finite size effect.
3.2 Phase diagram of neutral squirmers
In Fig. 3: top we plot the densities φgas and φden of the coexisting
gas and dense phases in a Pe−φ diagram, which we determined
for different mean densities φ¯ . Interestingly, the resulting bin-
odal lines do not agree. In particular, the gas binodal is shifted to
smaller values φgas for increasing φ¯ . In contrast, for pure active
Brownian particles, the densities of the two coexisting phases are
independent of φ¯ 11,35. For our geometry we present them in ap-
pendix 6.2. Thus, we suspect hydrodynamic interactions between
the squirmers to cause this behaviour. For constant Péclet number
Fig. 4 demonstrates how the gas density φgas decreases for larger
φ¯ . Thus, the cluster of dense phase, which grows in size with
increasing φ¯ , extracts additional squirmers from the gas phase.
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Fig. 3 Top: Binodal lines showing the coexistence densities of neutral
squirmers for different mean densities φ¯ . The magenta points for Pe= 355
correspond to simulations from Fig. 4. Bottom: The rescaled data using
the effective Péclet number Pe′ =
(
1+0.65φ¯
)
Pe shows a data collapse for
different φ¯ . The black line shows a fit to Eq. (7). The fitted critical point is
marked by the back diamond.
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Fig. 4 Gas density φgas in the phase-separated system plotted versus
mean density φ¯ for neutral squirmers with Pe= 355 (B1 = 0.1) and Pe= 284
(B1 = 0.08).
Below we will attribute this behaviour to an additional hydrody-
namic pressure caused by the squirmers at the interface between
the dense and the dilute phase.
The gas binodals in Fig. 3: top roughly run parallel to each
other. Thus, by introducing an effective Péclet number
Pe′ =
(
1+aφ¯
)
Pe (6)
with fit parameter a ≈ 0.65, we are able to collapse them on a
single master curve for the binodal line as Fig. 3: bottom demon-
strates. It is tempting to explain the coefficient a by defining an
effective Péclet number using a density-dependent diffusion co-
efficient DT,2D(φ¯) = DT,2D(φ¯ = 0)/(1+ 2.027φ¯) in the definition
(4) of the Péclet number. We determined it from the velocity-
auto-correlation function and the Green-Kubo formula (see also
paragraph after Eq. (8) and Appendix 6.3). However, the pre-
diction of 2.027 for the coefficient a cannot explain the reported
data collapse.
In order to estimate the position of the critical point (φ∗,Pe′∗),
we fit11
φgas
φ∗
= 1+a
(
Pe′
Pe′∗
)
+b
(
Pe′
Pe′∗
) 1
3
, (7)
to the gas-binodal in Fig. 3: bottom. The supplemental material†
contains videos M3 and M4 of the dynamics of the position-
resolved density φ(x,y) inside the phase-coexistence regime and
outside of it close to the critical point.
For a system in mechanical equilibrium the total pressure in
the coexisting gas and dense phases has to be the same. We now
apply this strategy to our system of phase-separating squirmers
in order to understand why the binodals depend on the mean
density. For active Brownian particles without any hydrodynamic
interactions, the pressure balance was first proposed in Ref.9 by
introducing a total pressure consisting of a steric and an active
contribution: p= p(s)+ p(a). This pressure balance was then used
in the context of phase separation in Refs.9,10,16,54–56. The steric
pressure results from direct interactions between the squirmers,
p(s)= 〈∑i j ri j ·Fi j〉/(6V )57. Here, ri j = ri−r j is the distance vector
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from swimmer j to swimmer i, Fi j the force with which squirmer
j acts on i, V is the volume of a uniform system, and 〈...〉 means
temporal average. Swimmers moving with constant velocity v0
along the unit vector eˆi also generate a swim pressure9:
p(a) =
v0γ0
3V
N
∑
i=1
〈eˆi · ri〉 , (8)
where γ0 is a friction coefficient connected to energy dissipated by
the swimmer in its fluid environment. We note here that the swim
pressure is only defined over times, which are long compared to
1/DR, therefore the average 〈· · · 〉 needs to be taken over suffi-
ciently long times58. As swimmers move, while this averaging is
taking place, p(a) becomes “smeared out” and therefore describes
the active pressure in the volume V and not at a point. ∗
Due to hydrodynamic interactions with bounding walls and
other squirmers, the friction coefficient in Eq. (8) depends not
only on the squirmer’s position but also the position of every
other squirmer. Hence, it is not possible to know γ0 precisely.
To arrive at a sort of mean-field approximation for γ0(φ), we
use the Green-Kubo formula and determine a self-diffusion co-
efficient DT,2D(φ) from the velocity-auto-correlation function of a
passive particle with radius R using the velocity components in
the plane of the quasi-two-dimensional geometry. The result is
plotted in Fig. 11 of Appendix 6.3 and can be well approximated
by DT,2D(φ)=DT,2D(φ = 0)/(1+2.027φ). We then use the Einstein
relation, γ0(φ) = kBT/DT,2D(φ), to arrive at a density-dependent
friction coefficient. However, the following results only change
little compared to working with a constant γ0 = kBT/DT,2D(φ = 0)
for all densities.
In a dilute gas of non-interacting Brownian particles, orienta-
tion decorrelates exponentially on the decorrelation time 2τr and
one obtains from Eq. (8)9
p(a)id = ρgasτrγ0v
2
0/6∼ ρgasPe2 , (9)
where ρgas is number density. This active gas pressure is con-
trolled by the Péclet number. It holds the dense phase of active
Brownian particles together by preventing them from swimming
apart.
We are able to calculate steric and the swim pressure of Eq. (8)
for the local neighbourhood of each squirmer (see Appendix in
section 6 for details). Figure 5: top shows these local pressure
values as a function of the distance from the gas-cluster inter-
face. In light of the discussion about the swim pressure follow-
ing Eq. (8), its pressure values close to the interface have to be
treated with caution. But they are not important for the follow-
ing. Outside the dense phase, d < 0, the steric pressure is low
due to very few contacts between squirmers or a squirmer and
a bounding wall. And when they do occur, they persist for only
a short time. On the other hand, the local swim pressure in the
gas phase is large as swimmers can move unhindered. Inside the
∗One can argue that the linear exention of the volume V should be larger than the
persistence length of the swimmer. However, if one averages over a sufficiently long
time so that a sufficient number of swimmers enter and leave V , this requirment
might be relaxed. This needs to be checked more carefully in a future investigation.
gas phase dense phase
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Fig. 5 Top: Local pressure values plotted across the interface between
gas and dense phase for Pe= 355 (B1 = 0.1) and φ¯ = 0.51. Distance from
the interface d is measured in units of squirmer radius R. d> 0 represents
the interior of the cluster formed by the dense phase. Bottom: Total
pressure jump ∆(p(s) + p(a)) when going into the dense phase plotted
versus φ¯ . The black line shows the fit ∆p(φ¯) = 5.1φ¯ −0.95.
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Fig. 6 Top: Radial source-dipole density plotted versus distance from the
cluster interface, d, measured in units of squirmer radius R for different
mean densities φ¯ . Inset: Magnitude of resulting hydrodynamic pressure
difference versus φ¯ . The solid line shows a fit −∆p(h) = 4.72φ¯ −1.04.
cluster, d > 0, squirmers are in constant contact with their neigh-
bours and the confining walls. This leads to a significantly higher
steric pressure. On the other hand, the squirmer’s swimming mo-
tion is hindered by the neighbours. Swimming motion and actual
displacement are much less correlated and the swim pressure is
greatly reduced.
However, contrary to what is expected for mechanical equilib-
rium, the total pressure p= p(s)+ p(a) plotted in Fig. 5: top is not
the same for the gas and the dense phase. Furthermore, in Fig. 5:
bottom we see that this total pressure difference ∆p = pden− pgas
across the phase interface increases with increasing φ¯ . Thus,
there must be an additional negative pressure stabilizing this in-
terface. When introducing the swim pressure, the authors of9
already remarked that for swimmers swimming in a fluid environ-
ment, the hydrodynamic stresslet induces an additional hydrody-
namic pressure. In the following we elaborate on this idea for
our special geometry and demonstrate that indeed we are able to
justify a negative pressure difference between the dense and the
gas phase.
It is not possible to give a complete quantitative theory for the
negative hydrodynamic pressure produced by the dense cluster of
squirmers. Instead, we present here an approximate treatment,
which contains the essential ideas. A squirmer at position r0 and
confined between two plates generates the flow field of a source
dipole with the approximate dipole moment σ = 2piR2v0eˆ40,59. It
is accompanied by the pressure field
p(r) =− 1
2piG
σ · (r− r0)
|r− r0|2
, (10)
where G ∼ H2/η measures the system’s confinement with H the
plate distance and η viscosity. To be concrete, we use the value
for a Poiseuille flow in MPCD units, G= H2/12η ≈ 1/3.
Now, we consider a circular cluster of squirmers and replace the
dipole moment σ by a density of source dipoles. Furthermore, we
find that on average the squirmers have a tendency to point radi-
ally inwards towards the center, especially at the rim of a cluster.
Therefore, we introduce a source dipole density σ¯ = 〈σ · rˆc〉rˆc,
where rˆc is a unit vector pointing from the squirmer to the cluster
center. The radial dipole density 〈σ · rˆc〉 across the interface from
the gas to the dense phase is plotted in Fig. 6 for different φ¯ . This
confirms the preferred radial alignment at the rim of the dense
cluster, whereas in the interior the squirmers point towards the
bounding walls, on average, since 〈σ · rˆc〉 is zero. We calculate
the pressure generated by the dipole density in two steps. First,
we integrate along a circle of radius r0 to obtain pressure per unit
length:
p(r;r0) =− 12piG
∮ σ¯ · (r− r0)
|r− r0|2
ds (11)
With r0 = (r0 cosϕ,r0 sinϕ), cosϕ = r0 · r, and r0 = −r0rˆc one ob-
tains
p(r;r0) =−〈σ · rˆc〉(r0)2piG
∫ 2pi
0
r0− r cosϕ
r2+ r20−2rr0 cosϕ
r0 dϕ , (12)
which can be integrated to
p(r;r0) =−〈σ · rˆc〉(r0)2piG
{
2pi r < r0
0 r > r0
. (13)
Thus inside a ring of source dipoles pointing radially inwards,
pressure is constant and negative, while outside of the ring it is
zero. Second, we integrate over the radial coordinate and obtain
the constant hydrodynamic pressure difference between cluster
interior and exterior,
∆p(h) =− 1
G
∫ Rc
0
〈σ · rˆc〉(r0)dr0 , (14)
where Rc is the cluster radius. This negative pressure should can-
cel the difference of the total pressure between dense and gas
phases, which is illustrated in Fig. 5: top.
In summary, our argument is as follows: any net polar order of
swimmers is accompanied by a jump in solvent pressure, a fact
that has also been reported by Ref.60. In our case, this is due to
the squirmers at the edge of the cluster: the hydrodynamic pres-
sure difference between cluster interior and exterior is necessary
to stop the flow initiated by the squirmers, which try to pump
fluid out of the cluster interior.
The inset in Fig. 6 shows the hydrodynamic pressure using the
radial source-dipole density 〈σ · rˆc〉 from the main plot. Its abso-
lute value increases linearly with cluster size or φ¯ , which results
from the stronger radial alignment as the cluster size increases.
The linear increase of |∆p(h)| coincides with the linear increase
of ∆(p(s) + p(a)) plotted in Fig. 5: bottom, however the slope is
by a factor of 1.1 too low. This is understandable since we ap-
proximate the squirmers in the dense cluster by point-like source
dipoles with an approximate dipole moment. We only calculated
∆p(h) up to φ¯ = 0.48, where the dense clusters are nearly circular.
Beyond this mean density, they become elongated and the radial
alignment of the squirmers cannot clearly be defined.
Thus our claim is that by introducing the negative hydrody-
namic pressure generated by squirmes swimming into the clus-
ter at its rim, we are able to maintain mechanical equilibrium.
Namely, by defining the total pressure p = p(s)+ p(a)+ p(h) with
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the hydrodynamic pressure included, this total pressure should
be constant across the interface of gas and dense phase. Our ob-
servation that |∆p(h)| increases with cluster size and thus with φ¯ ,
explains the different binodals in Fig. 5 and why we can collapse
all of them on a single master curve with the help of the effec-
tive Péclet number from Eq. (6). For an increased |∆p(h)|, a lower
∆p(a) ∝ φgas is required to maintain the interface and thus φgas is
reduced.
For phase-separating systems, interface curvature leads to a
Laplace pressure and can result in a shift of the coexistence den-
sities61. We point out that this effect cannot be responsible for
the shifted binodals as well as the pressure jump in Fig. 5: bot-
tom. First, the Laplace pressure changes signs as one goes from
a droplet to a bubble configuration. In particular, the pressure
jump in Fig. 5: top was determined for the "slab" configuration
with nearly straight interfaces, where the Laplace pressure should
vanish. Second, the coexistence densities of the dilute and dense
phase in the middle row of Fig. 2: top do not change while coars-
ening. However, if Laplace pressure were important in our sys-
tem, the densities would change since the curvature of the inter-
faces changes.
Until now we have only examined neutral squirmers. In the
following we present binodal lines for different squirmer param-
eter β to demonstrate how pushers and pullers effect the phase-
coexistence region of microswimmers.
3.3 Binodal Lines of Pushers and Pullers
The flow field around squirmers is strongly controlled by the
dipole strength β used in our swimmer model. For β 6= 0, the
flow field of a single squirmer in a bulk fluid is reminiscent of
pushers (β < 0) and pullers (β > 0)1,62. It has a strong effect on
how swimmers reorient due to nearby surfaces or other squirmers
as demonstrated in Refs.1,28,62. The qualitative effect of increas-
ing |β | has been shown in our earlier work28 to largely suppress
phase separation, requiring systems of increasing φ¯ in order for
stable clusters to form.
The binodal lines for different β are compared to the neutral-
swimmer case in Fig. 7 for pushers (top panel) and pullers (bot-
tom panel). The overall trend is that for increasing |β | the co-
existence regime becomes smaller. For pushers, one realizes very
nicely how the binodals are mainly shifted up, thereby increasing
the critical Péclet number. The same applies to pullers, however,
the gas binodals are also deformed compared to β = 0. We ob-
serve that puller squirmers are more mobile in the dense phase
compared to pushers. Therefore, the corresponding binodals are
shifted to smaller φ .
For pushers and pullers in full three dimensions spontaneous
polar order was observed for small but non-zero β 39. This results
in a net motion of swimmers along a common direction. We do
not find such a net motion for small β in our simulations. This
might be due to the fact that in our quasi-two-dimensional ge-
ometry the far fields of neutral and non-neutral squirmers both
decay as 1/r2 40,59. Thus, squirmers with small β 6= 0 do not have
a sufficiently different far field compared to neutral squirmers.
Fig. 7 Binodal lines of pushers (top panel) and pullers (bottom panel) for
different dipole strengths β . For reference, the data from Fig. 3: bottom
is shown as black.
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Fig. 8 Probability distribution of the six-fold bond parameter |q6|2 within
the cluster phase for φ¯ = 0.64 and a range of effective Péclet numbers
Pe′.
3.4 Melting of the Cluster Phase
In the region below the critical Péclet number in Fig. 3: bottom
the phase is isotropic. On the other hand, at large effective Péclet
numbers we observe hexagonal order in the dense phase, which
hence has to undergo a melting transition if the Peclet number
is reduced. It is not our intention to present a thorough discus-
sion of this subtle phenomenon but to only give an indication for
melting.
The dense branch of the binodal lines of neutral squirmers and
of pushers (see Fig. 7: top) reveal a similar trend. At Pe′ ≈ 400
and below, the density of the dense phase decreases and stabi-
lizes at a lower value around Pe′ ≈ 350. In particular, this feature
is clearly seen for neutral squirmers and coincides with a loss of
hexagonal order in the cluster. As in Ref.28 we introduce the bond
parameter |q6|2 to measure local sixfold bond-orientational order
around a squirmer. In Fig 8 we plot the probability distribution
for |q6|2 in the dense phase for a range of Pe′. For Pe′ ≥ 402 a
peak at |q6|2 ≈ 1 dominates the distribution and indicates hexag-
onal order in the dense phase. The hexagonal domains are stable
over time with only short perturbations when defects and vacan-
cies move through the hexagonal lattice due to the random com-
ponent of the squirmers’ motions. These perturbations slightly
reduce the time-averaged |q6|2 and shift the peak position below
1.
Below Pe′ ≥ 402 the sharp peak in the distribution function dis-
appears indicating a melting transition with a loss of hexagonal
order. In the simulations we still observe stable clusters, which
now form fluid droplets. During the melting transition we also
observe an increase of the mobility of the squirmers by a factor
of 5-10, when monitoring the mean-square displacement in the
dense phase. The supplemental material† contains videos M5 and
M6 showing the hexagonal and fluid dense phase, respectively. In
video M6 we see that, although hexagonal patches exist, they are
not stable over time. Finally, when lowering Pe′ towards the crit-
ical point, the fluid cluster “evaporates” as the system exits the
phase-coexistence regime.
4 Summary and Conclusion
We have studied the phase separation of model hydrodynamic
microswimmers called squirmers in quasi-two-dimensional con-
finement extending our previous investigations28. The full three-
dimensional hydrodynamics was simulated in order to accurately
capture the squirmer interactions. This makes our simulations a
realistic representation of real-world artificial and biological mi-
croswimmers. By employing a parallelized implementation of
the MPCD algorithm on over 1008 CPU cores, we were able to
simulate thousands of squirmers, allowing us to quantitatively
determine the binodal lines for different mean densities φ¯ and
squirmer parameters β . The coarsening dynamics towards the
phase-separated system shows a characteristic intermediate dif-
fusive regime and a final rather ballistic regime due to compact-
ification of the dense squirmer cluster. However, most strikingly,
we found that the position of the binodal lines is strongly influ-
enced by φ¯ . This effect has not been observed for active Brownian
particles, which only interact sterically, and thus is of real hydro-
dynamic origin. We were able to collapse the different binodals
on a single master curve by introducing an effective Péclet num-
ber. Extending the mechanical pressure balance of Ref.9,10 by a
hydrodynamic pressure due to the squirmer flow field, the reason
for the different binodals became apparent.
We also explored the dependence of the binodal line on β , a
parameter which allows us to tune the swimmer type and their
flow fields between pushers and pullers. We found that in all cases
going to strong pushers or pullers suppresses phase separation by
shifting the phase-coexistence region to larger Péclet numbers.
The shape of the coexistence region does, however, depend on
whether the squirmers are pushers or pullers.
Finally, we examined the structure of the dense phase as the
squirmers’ swimming speed, the Péclet number, is reduced. We
find that fast squirmers in the dense phase form a hexagonal clus-
ter, which melts with decreasing Péclet number into a fluid clus-
ter. This is expected since close to the critical Péclet number the
swimmer fluid is isotropic.
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6 Appendix
6.1 Position-Resolved Time Averaging
In order to associate an average quantity to a position, one com-
monly divides up the system into a grid. We call each cell of the
grid a “pixel”. A spatially-resolved average can thus be found by
simply averaging over the squirmers in each pixel. Since we have
only a few thousand squirmers, each pixel would need to be rela-
tively large in order to capture enough squirmers per pixel. This
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Fig. 9 Illustration for the spatially-resolved time average of local density.
Each Voronoi cell with area Ai is assigned a local density φi = 1/Ai (col-
orbar). The average density at a pixel (green square) is the weighted
average of the local density in all overlapping Voronoi cells, based on the
degree of overlap.
would prevent the accurate resolution of the phase interface.
We will use the local density to illustrate our method. First
we partition the system into its Voronoi cells. Each Voronoi cell
contains a single squirmer, and thus its local density is φi = 1/Ai
where Ai is the area of the i-th Voronoi cell. Our grid of pixels is
then assigned a local density
φ(ri, j) = ∑
k ∈ overlap
φkwk (15)
where ri, j is the position of the pixel with indices i and j. The
sum is taken over those Voronoi cells overlapping with the square
boundaries of the pixel. φk is the local density of Voronoi cell
k, and wk = aoverlap/apixel is a weight equal to the Voronoi cell’s
overlap area aoverlap with the pixel normalized by the pixel area
apixel. An example of this is shown in Fig. 9.
All time averages are taken with respect to a specific spatial po-
sition. Due to the motion of the squirmers, the time averages of
φ(ri, j) eventually wash out the structure of the voronoi construc-
tion, leaving only those density inhomogeneities that are station-
ary in space. We use the same construction for calculating local
pressure and |q6|2 values.
6.2 Comparison with Active Brownian Particles
Figure 10 compares the binodals from Fig. 3 with those for active
Brownian particles in quasi two dimensions. Brownian dynam-
ics simulations where conducted for the same range of param-
eters and the same geometry as the full hydrodynamic simula-
tions. Similarly to simulations conducted in two dimensions11
for the range of Péclet numbers simulated, the coexistence den-
sities for active Brownian particles did not vary much. We also
note that the binodals for two different mean densities φ¯ = 0.41
and φ¯ = 0.70 lie on top of each other. For comparison, the bin-
odals for the hydrodynamically interacting (HI) squirmers from
Fig. 3 are shown.
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Fig. 10 Comparison between binodals for active Brownian particles
(ABP) and the binodals for squirmers (HI) from Fig. 3. Mean densities
and Péclet numbers, as well as simulation box size and squirmer radius
correspond to the range used for the full hydrodynamic simulations.
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Fig. 11 Self-diffusion coefficient of passive particles plotted versus their
density φ confined between two walls with distance H = 8R/3. The full
line is a fit to DT,2D(φ) = DT,2D(φ = 0)/(1+bφ) with b= 2.027. Inset: The
corresponding in-plane velocity-auto-correlation functions Cv(t) = 〈v(t) ·
v(0)〉/2kBT for the different densities in the main plot. The differences
are rather subtle. Time is given in MPCD units.
Fig. 12 Illustration of the swim pressure in the central Voronoi cell (cen-
tral particle colored in red). The coordinate system is centred at the cen-
tral particle. Its Voronoi cell has a volume Vi. Nearby particles exert a
swim pressure γ0v0〈∑ j eˆ j · r j〉/3Vi “on” the Voronoi cell of the central par-
ticle, where j runs over all neighboring Voronoi cells.
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6.3 Position-Resolved Swim and Steric Pressure
Before we explain, how we calculate the pressure values, we
present in the inset of Fig. 11 the velocity-auto-correlation func-
tion for the in-plane velocity components of a passive particle,
determined in MPCD simulations for different mean densities
of passive particles. The self-diffusion coefficient DT,2D(φ) =∫ 〈v(t) ·v(0)〉dt/2kBT is then plotted in the main graph of Fig. 11
and fitted by DT,2D(φ) =DT,2D(φ = 0)/(1+2.027φ). Using the Ein-
stein relation, we obtain a density-dependent friction coefficient,
γ0(φ) = kBT/DT,2D(φ).
Now, we apply Eq. (8) to the individual Voronoi cells and its
surround neighbours (cf. Fig. 12). Our system volume now is
Vi ≈ HAi, i.e., the height of the system H times the 2D-Voronoi
cell area Ai, and the neighbours are the immediate neighbours in
terms of the Voronoi cell. On this level, the force generating the
active motion Fswim = γ0v j of neighbouring squirmers will act on
the central Voronoi cell, i.e. inducing a pressure on its “walls”.
There is an additional subtlety here: the position vectors r j of
the neighboring squirmers always have to start from the central
swimmer, for which local pressure is calculated, otherwise shear
terms would appear in the derivation of Eq. (8)63. Furthermore,
the mean velocity also needs to be subtracted from the individual
swimmer velocities. Thus we are performing calculations in the
centre-of-mass frame of the neighbourhood of each squirmer. We
reduce the amount of fluctuations by taking the time average for
each pixel (cf. previous subsection on spatial averaging). This
time average is longer than the decorrelation time D−1R of the
swimmers as required by Eq. (8).
Similarly, we use the Voronoi cells to also introduce a local
steric pressure following Ref.57. The steric forces acting on one
squirmer include forces from its neighbors and also from the
bounding walls.
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